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Silkroad focuses on valuation for improved takings in 2011 
 

Silkroad's Shane Watkins aims to operate with competitive advantage and strong 

conviction — looking to correct any mistakes early in pursuit of outsize returns 

“If you can get it for me at R70, I‟ll take it,” says Shane Watkins, putting in a quick phone 

order to a broker in his typical no-nonsense manner, before switching seamlessly back to the 

discussion at hand. He‟s sitting in the offices of Silkroad Fund Managers, the company he 

formed after leaving Peregrine Capital in 2008. 

  

“Successful investing is not just the things you do but the things you don‟t do,” he says 

matter of factly. “Sometimes the cleverest thing you can do is nothing. We are pragmatic and 

we are mostly contrarian. This means buying into weakness and shorting into strength so 

often you need to wear some losses before you start to make profits. 

“We try to only operate where we have a competitive advantage and high conviction. Sadly, 

of course, you only find out if you really had a competitive advantage after the fact. Like 

every investor, we make lots of mistakes. But we try to correct them early if possible.” 

Watkins‟ Silk Origin Fund, a long/short equity fund focused on the South African markets, 

opened to outside investors in June 2009. The fund, now at around R150 million under 

management, has produced strong returns in particularly troubled markets. In 2008, the 

internal strategy gained 59%, followed by a 48% return in 2009 and 15% in 2010 (all net of 

fees). 

“Frankly, 2010 was a disappointing year for us. We were up over 30% for the year at one 

point and we gave back half our gains,” says Watkins. “With hindsight our position sizes 

were too large and the portfolio was too concentrated. But our investors know they are 

buying into a high-risk fund. Having said that, I don‟t think that a 15% return is good enough. 

In my view, to justify their fee structure, hedge funds need to generate 20-30% per annum.” 

Silkroad, based in Cape Town‟s fashionable Cape Quarter, is named for the ancient trade 

routes stretching from Mediterranean Europe to Asia, and its offices fittingly display 

Watkins‟ fine collection of Chinese artworks. Just as traders of old changed the world with 

their early ventures, Watkins believes that modern traders are having their own impact in an 

increasingly globalised and integrated environment. 

A chartered accountant and a chartered financial analyst, Watkins spent six years as a 

managing partner at Peregrine Capital, after working previously at UBS Warburg and Liberty 

Asset Management. He has taken care to build a robust business infrastructure at Silkroad, 

with Barbara van Metzinger, also a chartered accountant, joining the business early on to 

handle finances, accounting and compliance. She is co-invested with him in the fund. 
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Experienced hedge fund analyst Nick Krige came on board in 2010, and is also invested in 

the fund. He joined from Bluebay Fund Management, where he covered consumer-related 

shares from 2002. Krige has also worked previously with Decillion, based in London, where 

he covered fundamental and quantitative strategies in the US market. Jo Hardiman joined 

recently to focus on office administration. 

The Silk Origin Fund is a relatively highly geared fund with a market-neutral approach 

capitalising on valuation discrepancies in the markets. The portfolio is typically compact – 

comprising 5-8 long positions and 5-8 shorts at any given time. Gearing is five to six times at 

present with negligible net equity content. 

“We hold a position until it is profitable or until we realise that it was wrong to put it on,” 

says Watkins. “Our average holding period is one to three months.” 

While Watkins avoids small-cap stocks, due to their illiquid nature, he is not afraid to use 

gearing. “I think that hedge funds should rely on gearing for returns, not by taking a net long 

or short position in the equity market. Our investors are paying for alpha not market 

exposure.” 

“You can almost never trade off the possibility of higher returns against the lower liquidity of 

small caps,” he says. “So we tend to stay in the top 100 shares. Even in these large-cap 

shares, liquidity can sometimes be a problem.” 

Watkins and Krige are contrarian investors, looking to acquire good companies that can offer 

high returns on invested capital. In classic hedge fund style, they avoid good companies if 

they are expensive, and short bad companies that have high valuations. 

“The hedge fund industry in the last few years has got itself into trouble in two ways,” says 

Watkins. “Firstly, they dialled in a lot of beta where they should only be delivering alpha. 

And secondly, people were fixated with „double alpha‟ – trying to make money on the longs 

going up and the shorts going down. It is good fortune if it happens but that is not the job of a 

hedge fund. In reality – you only want the longs to outperform the shorts. Hedge funds should 

not be relying on beta for returns.” 

Watkins believes Silkroad‟s keys to success include a passion for the financial markets and 

enduring relationships with company management and analysts. The team also takes care to 

understand the business models of potential investments, using a unique investment method 

that incorporates bottom-up stock-picking combined with a statistical quants process, with 

one methodology checking the validity of another. 

“For us process is very important. A lot of guys focus on bottom-up stockpicking. Some use 

quantitative analysis. We have a dual process – every decision must pass both tests. The 

benefit is that we are able to generate more ideas, both from fundamental research and from 

our quantitative process. And it prevents mistakes as not every trade idea passes both tests.” 

Silkroad‟s statistical quant models look at relative price and valuation movements, 

incorporating factors such as profit and loss histories and divergence in valuations and price. 

Its stock-picking skills are built on strong connections and hard-won insight into individual 

companies, right to management level. 



The combined process has reaped rewards in the past year – most notably in the retail sector. 

“We used our quant process to look at performance in the retail sector post the Edgars 

delisting,” says Watkins, referring to the domestic retail group Edcon, which was acquired by 

global private equity player Bain Capital in 2007 for R25 billion, South Africa‟s biggest 

private equity deal. “It gave us an idea of how retailers would perform post a potential 

Massmart delisting [following US giant Wal-Mart‟s purchase offer late last year].” 

He says the deals have shown very similar characteristics – shares in both companies rallied 

when the deals were announced, with retailers retracting a week later followed by continued 

price appreciation. 

“Sixty days post the Edgars delisting, retailers ran a further 20% even though the shares had 

already had a strong run,” says Watkins. “In our experience, retailers will continue to be 

strong. The potential delisting of Massmart will return as much as R16 billion in cash back to 

investors, at least a portion of which is likely to find its way back into the retail sector. ” 

Watkins notes that South African retailers offer the highest return on invested capital in the 

domestic market – something that global emerging market managers have picked up on, with 

companies in the sector comparing favourably with their peers in Russia and Brazil. 

“It is not unusual for returns on invested capital in retail here to be greater than 40%,” he 

says. “And we consider good companies to be those that give high returns on invested capital. 

By comparison with other markets, we still look cheap. Although our retailers have rerated 

significantly, we still trade at a 30% discount to the GEM peers.” 

Watkins acknowledges, however, that Wal-Mart‟s arrival could strategically compromise the 

business models of some retailers. 

“It could be a severe threat to the JD Group because of its exposure to electronics stores Hi-Fi 

Corporation and Incredible Connection,” says Watkins. “It also could have a negative impact 

on the Pick n Pay group, with 20 hypermarket stores. Food and general merchandise retailing 

is going to get more competitive, not less. For that reason I find it ironic that the unions are 

attempting to use the Competition Commission to block the Wal-Mart deal. This deal will 

increase competition, not lessen it.” 

Watkins likes the Woolworths group as its food business is unlikely to be affected by Wal-

Mart‟s entrance due to its niche market positioning. Likewise he is bullish on Clicks. 

“Our job is to pick the good retailers and sell the bad ones. We want to focus on companies 

that will not be strategically compromised by the arrival of Wal-Mart,” he says. “Another 

consideration is that, in our view, the Wal-Mart deal probably makes it less likely that there 

will be a further acquisition in FMCG [fast-moving consumer goods] by a foreign player. 

Wal-Mart will make the South African environment more competitive and, therefore, 

probably less attractive to an international acquirer.” 

Watkins also notes that the recent wave of capital from developed markets to emerging 

markets has made things more complicated for domestic fund managers. 



“These days it is not unusual to find a South African company that is more than 50% owned 

offshore,” he says. “There has been a period of convergence in asset valuations which makes 

pair trading particularly difficult. 

“The other domestic feature of the past year has been relatively high volatility but low 

liquidity – making it an unfavourable environment in which to trade. The market has been 

volatile but you have not been able to put positions on at price extremes and unwind them 

profitably later. 

“Instead of focusing on sector pair trades we focus on correlations between shares, whether 

they be in the same sector or not.” 

Given his pedigree and an impressive set of returns, Watkins has attracted strong investor 

interest despite the tough climate. He plans to hard-close his strategy at around R250 million 

under management. 

“We prefer a smaller high-quality business to a large asset base,” says Watkins. “Our own 

capital is also invested and that means we are very much aligned with our investors.” 
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